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Donald Trump’s Agenda 47:
A Declaration of Independence from the Global Empire

On June 25, Donald Trump delivered the best
speech yet in his campaign to become the 47th
President of the United States. Delivered in Novi,
MI, Donald Trump addressed the existential task
of winning the 2024 election: “You win it so big
that they can’t cheat, that they can’t create that
many fake ballots.”

How do we “win it so big” that they can’t steal it?
The secret is in President Trump’s Agenda 47, the
body of too-little-known policies which lays the
basis for recruiting broad new layers to his
candidacy, layers that can help shape a new
Republican Party—a party which will represent
workers, producers, builders, and creators, as it did
when Abraham Lincoln created it.

In January of this year, Donald Trump began
issuing a series of short policy initiatives under the
heading of Agenda 47, which, as he put it in
Michigan, are “bold agenda items that I will
immediately implement when I become the 47th
President of the United States.”

Trump is unequivocal: his “bold agenda” is a direct
challenge to the global elite. Throughout his
various proposals he pledges to “get the
Warmongers and the Globalists out of our
government” and “obliterate the Deep State” (see
June 22, 2023). While many of his proposals
involve using the power of the Presidency to
cripple the enemy, to stop their dangerous green
policies, and to end the war in Ukraine, the boldest

aspect of them is his reassertion of the American
System of economy.

Trump’s rejection of “free trade” is well known and
Agenda 47 expands his America First trade policy,
which will involve using aggressive tariffs to bring
manufacturing back to the United States. But he
goes far beyond that, recognizing that it is not
enough to simply stop the federal government from
being a negative actor. It must play a proactive,
positive role in rebuilding our economy. Among
his Agenda 47 items are:

● A Strategic National Manufacturing
Initiative, which will make America “the
world’s unparalleled Manufacturing
Superpower” and “will revitalize our
forgotten communities by turning them into
flourishing hives of industry.”

● The construction of 10 “Freedom” Cities
which will become “true frontiers for the
return of U.S. manufacturing, the invention
of new industries,” and which will “provide
both opportunities for productive work, and
new, safe environments to raise a family.”

● A “quantum leap in the American standard
of living,” by bringing prices down through
1. energy independence; 2. eliminating the
Green agenda; 3. reshoring vital aspects of
our economy; 4. stopping bailouts and
wasteful spending; 5. ending the enormous
costs of forever wars, and more.
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● Baby bonuses to encourage family
formation (and elimination of the assaults
on families and children).

● A year-long celebration of America’s 250th
birthday as an independent nation.

Think about taking these policies to the forgotten
men and women, about whom Donald Trump has
vowed, “they will be forgotten no more.” Think
about presenting these policies to a young family
which despairs of ever being able to own a home,
or to a trade unionist who has watched
manufacturing jobs disappear along with the kind
of wages in which one income can support a
family.

In his Michigan speech, Trump addressed those
layers directly:

“For decades, the vicious globalist vultures
have betrayed Michigan families and
workers, they threw open the borders,
plundering your factories, shipping your
jobs to foreign lands…. Environmental
extremism is heartless and disloyal to
American workers.”

Imagine instead, giving workers, families, young
people, entrepreneurs, and others a vision of a
nation and a world which is free of those vultures,
and which is instead embarking on the new
frontiers of space and fusion power, policies
strongly supported by President Trump in his first
administration. Imagine a world where the
warmongers are stopped, as Trump has pledged to
do, and where nations are no longer pitted against
each other and are allowed to jointly push new
frontiers for mankind.

LaRouchePAC’s immediate mission is to draw out
those deeper implications of Agenda 47, and to
carry this vision to precisely those layers of the
population which the globalists believe that they
control—trade unionists, minorities, and young
people.

That’s how we “win it so big that they can’t cheat.”

For more information,

go to lpac.co/ag47
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